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The BG News
October 2,1981

Bowling Green State University

Friday

Semester system could cost Firelands money
mi
-..I :J:»*. used
..nnr4 toward
*mifM*H
"Wp know
trnnui what
what problems
nrnhlpmy there
there
"We
Those
subsidies,
technical programs, would total are to solve," Adams said. "But
between $75,000 to $100,000, we haven't gotten to the point of
solving them."
Firelands College (the Univer- Adams said.
One solution to the calendar
sity's Huron branch campus) will
TO QUALIFY for the money, problem recently proposed,
have to follow a diverse calendar
said, was conducting halfor lose a portion of its operating Adams explained Firelands must Adams
Saturday classes. But, she
budget under the semester follow a 165-day calendar and day
the Department of Educasystem, according to Dr. Algalee have a minimum of 1,650 contact said,
hours (total hours spent in class, tion would not allow half-day
Adams, dean of Firelands.
The 1982-83 semester calendar, lecture and lab) under two-year Saturday classes to be counted
adopted by Academic Council in programs. She said a shortage in toward the 165 days.
July, has the University function- one requirement can be made up
ANOTHER possible solution,
ing under a 155-day calendar. But, by an excess in the other. But, she Adams
said, would be adding
added,
it
is
best
to
simply
fulfill
Adams explained, Firelands must
reading
days between the last
both
requirements.
operate under a 165-day calendar
The third requirement is a pro- week of classes and finals. She
to qualify for subsidies from the
under this plan, in which
Ohio State Department of Educa- gram balance of academic and said,
classes at the main campus and
technical curriculum, she said.
tion.

by David Slgworth
News staff reporter

Alone in the park

significant." He said the gases necessary," Beuhrer said. "There
amounted to 0.5 percent of the was no danger to the employees or
permissible limit for such the public.
releases.
THE LEAK occurred during
TWO INSPECTORS from the routine maintenance work on a
federal Nuclear Regulatory Com- drain tank, which is part of the
mission checked the area and water collection system for reacdetermined that the release was tor coolant, Buehrer said.
"a small, unplanned radioactive
When the workers opened a
gas release of less than 1 percent "rupture diaphragm," to gain acof what is allowable," said Russ cess to the system, a small
Marabito, NRC spokesman in amount of air pressure was still
Chicago.
inside.
According to Toledo Edison ofThe radioactive gases then
ficials, the workers were asked to leaked out into the air.
leave the building that houses the
THE STATION'S electrical
power station's auxiliary service
equipment. They remained out of generating facility was not affected by the leak, he added.
the building for about an hour.
The evacuation was "an early, Shortly after the 75 workers were
precautionary measure that later evacuated, the power plant
was found to have been un- resumed normal operations.

The slash in funding to schools
from the state made it impossible
to allot more than a 3-percent
raise. Rising inflation costs make
it mandatory to seek more funding next year, he said.
Both the Bowling Green Education Association and the Ohio
Association of Public School
Employees received a 3 percent
increase, but each group will use
the added funding in separate
areas.

Inside
Weather

Cloudy. High 50-55, low
upper 30s. Chance of rain
50 percent. Frost warning
tonight.

State tax
hike OK'd
by House

staff photo by Own Koapflar

Levy will raise teacher wages
City taxpayers will be voting on
a 4.3 mill school levy on the
November ballot that if passed
will give teachers and public
school employees a 7 percent increase in their wages for 1982-83.
Richard
Cummings,
superintendent of schools, explained that the levy is necessary
because the 12.4 percent increase
sought by teachers for this year's
contracts could not be appropriated

B.G.,"
said. ' "Since
they
K J,
-* > . Adams
*•
__
control
these
courses,
we
can not
modify our curriculum until they
modify theirs."
Dr. Julius Kosan, associate professor of humanities at Firelands,
said the semester calendar could
cause problems for its large
number of evening and part-time
ADAMS SAID Firelands will not students.
be able to "finalize" its semester
"Our student body mix is difcurriclum, and guarantee
meeting the academic-technical ferent than that of the main camrequirement, until those cur- pus," Kosan said. He speculated
riculum conversions at the main that the large number of adult
and/or working students attencampus are completed.
"Many of the courses we teach ding Firelands may not want to go
are freshmen and sophomore the extra five weeks of the
level courses from colleges at semester calendar.
Vet." Adams
Adams said.
Said "Finding
"FinriinO aa
yet,"
workable solution that the faculty
will accept will be a key to retaining that subsidy."
She said she has three calendar
models for the 1982-83 school year
which she . will propose to
Firelands Campus council.

Sitting among the empty picnic tables, John Perlatt, a junior management major (U.T.) and Lynn Van Vooren, a
junior criminal justice major, share their own little comer of Bowling Green's City Park.

Gas leak closes Davis-Besse
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) —
Although 75 workers were
evacuated after radioactive gases
escaped from the Davis-Besse
Nuclear Power Station, plant officials said Thursday there was no
emergency or danger to the
public.
The incident occurred about
10:30 a.m. Wednesday when krypton and xenon gases were released unexpectedly.
It was the first uncontrolled
escape of radioactive gas since
the plant began operating in
August 1977, said Roger Buehrer,
spokesman for the Toledo Edison
Co., which operates the facility
near Port Clinton along the Lake
Erie shoreline.
However, Buehrer insisted,
"There was no emergency. The
gas released was relatively in-

FirobnHc would
urnnlH begin
huain and
?nH end
anH on
nn
Firelands
the same days, students and
faculty at the main campus have
a chance to catch up on courses
while Firelands conducted
classes, meeting its 165-day requirement.
But the 1982-83 calendar for the
main campus has been approved
so implementation of reading
days could not be done until the
1983-84 school year, she said. She
added! that the plan would create a
morale problem, as students and
faculty at Firelands would be
working while the main campus
had time off.
"We have to modify our calendar and we don't have that solved

Viewers give
TV back talk
Page 4

CITY TEACHERS will use their
increase to pay for needed insurance related benefits including
life insurance, hospitalization, vision, dental and prescription
drugs.
OAPSE's raises will be used in
part to pay for insurance, but a
small share will ensure that a
balance of yearly raises will be
built into a salary schedule.
Although the groups are not

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
After less than one hour's debate,
the House approved 55-37 and sent
the Senate on Thursday a $13.8
billion budget bill containing the
biggest tax hike in Ohio history.
The $1.8 billion in taxes also
would become the state's first
permanent hike in a decade.
But it would ease a tight financial crunch which has threatened
sharp cutbacks in schools, mental
health and other vital programs.
Here is a rundown on the $1.8
billion hike in consumer and other
taxes as approved by the Ohio
House and sent to the Senate.
• One penny boost in the present
4-cents-on-the-dollar tax, to yield
$278.3 million in the fiscal year ending next June 30, and $419.6
million the following fiscal year.
•Extend sales tax to certain services, such as parking and auto
repairs, would become effective
Nov. 1 and yield $345 million this
fiscal year; $583.5 million next
year.
continued on paga 6

Reagan sells aid to Saudi's
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Reagan declared
yesterday that his administration will not permit Saudi
Arabia to suffer the revolutionary fate of Iran, saying
"there is no way we could stand
by" and permit a takeover by
onyone who would shut off
Saudi oil exports.
He made the statement in
defending his proposed $8.5
billion sale of arms and AW ACS
surveillance planes to the Saudi
government.
The sale, Reagan said,
"poses no threat to Israel, now
or in the future," and
"significantly improves" the
Saudi's capability to defend its
oil fields.
Asked if he was worried that
AWACS and other U.S. arms
could be taken over by an
enemy if the Saudi government
was to fall in a revolution
similar to the one that exiled
the shah of Iran (in 1979),
Reagan said: "I have to say
that Saudi Arabia, we will not
permit to be an Iran."
THE ARMS sale, and another
installment of Reagan's campaign for federal spending cuts,
dominated his first White
House news conference in more
than three months.

It was his fourth news conference as president, the
slowest pace of any recent
president. He joked about that
in opening the session, greeting
reporters: "Welcome to my
first annual press conference.''
It also was the first day of the
government's budget year, and
Reagan took the occasion to
speak out again on his
economic program, noting that
he had signed legislation to
raise the national debt limit
past $1 trillion.
Reagan said his economic
recovery program will take
time but "we will not be
swayed" in the quest for spending and tax reductions — and
added that he will use vetoes if
necessary to enforce his program.
"I WILL sign no legislation
that would 'bust the budget'
and violate our commitment to
hold down federal spending,"
Reagan said in an opening
statement.
"Our programs won't be instantaneous," he said. "The
mistakes of four decades can't
be turned around in eight months."
Also in his statement,
Reagan defended the Saudi
arms deal — in trouble with

Congress — and said it
"enhances our own strategic interest in the Middle East.
"It poses no threat to Israel,
now or in the future," he said.
"By contributing to the stability of the area, it improves
Israeli security."
HE ADDED an indirect, but
unmistakeable rebuke to Israel
for lobbying against the arms
sale, which faces trouble in
Congress. It would take a vote
of both House and Senate to
veto the sale.
"American security interests
must remain our internal
responsibility," Reagan said.
"It is not the business of other
nations to make American
foreign policy."
Reagan said the administration has altered terms of the
sale to meet most of the objections raised in the Senate Rut
Sen. John Glenn (D-Ohio) a key
man in the Senate debate, said
his conditions had not yet been
met.
ine AWACS deal came up
again when a questioner noted
that there once was a proposal
to sell the surveillance planes
to Iran, during the regime of
the late Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi.

continued on page 6

Reagan pushes
AWACS
Page 5

Spikers smoke
Bluffton
Page 10
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Opinion
Football team needs Moderate Republicans: the odd man out
a boost from fans
Focus
X he prospect of a capacity crowd at tomorrow's football
game, beginning at 1:30 p.m., between Bowling Green and
Western Michigan has been on the minds of just about
every official related to the University's athletic department for quite some time.
Jim Treeger, director of athletic promotions, has been
rapping on doors and ringing telephones of local businesses
since spring, with hopes of filling the east side of Doyt
Perry Field on game day. He ana the rest of the athletic
department hope that the west, side will be filled as well —
with students.
The results of Treeger's efforts include tomorrow's
Shriners-Youth Day and Band Day. Also planned for this
season are Business and Industry Day, Varsity BG Day,
Parents' Day, and of course, Homecoming.
From the playing field, the Falcons' coaches and players
are all looking forward to their own home-coming, after
opening the season with three difficult games on the road.
After a shaky start at Baylor, BG has played a pair of
close-fought football games at Ohio University and
Michigan State.
With the latter two contests being as close as they were
(both games were decided by a total of five points), the
"twelth man" played a noticeable role in the outcomes. A
packed house at Ohio and over 64,000 fans at MSU made
their presence felt when both games came down to the final
moments.
BG head coach Denny Stolz said earlier this month that
he thought a capacity crowd at Doyt Perry Field tomorrow
could be the biggest shot in the arm possible for his football
team, which hasn't heard a whole lot of support this fall.
"The greatest thing that could happen to our team is
playing a home game in front of 20,000 fans," Stolz said.
"I'm glad we're playing at home, finally. It gets a little
lonesome in Waco, Texas, Athens, Ohio and East Lansing
(Mich.)."
A good student turnout tomorrow may be all it takes to
get the Falcons over the hump and in pursuit of a MidAmerican Conference Championship and a trip to the first
California Bowl.
BG's close games the last two weeks indicate the personnel is there. But the losing results also indicate that one
team member in particular has been missing — the twelth
man — you.

Train question beats me
Focus
by Mary Barnes

WASHINGTON-Of all the
animals in our political zoo, none
have been more scorned than the
creatures that call themselves
"moderate Republicans." In the
days of Democratic dominance,
true conservatives derided them
as "me-tooers." Since 1964, they
have been predictable losers in
Republican conventions. In
Detroit last summer, they were
bystanders at the Reagan coronation, so impotent they were not
even good targets for conservative jibes.
One highly credentialed
moderate, Sen. Howard Baker,
Jr., of Tennessee, saw his
presidential bid collapse early in
the year. Another, Rep. John
Anderson of Illinois, was routed so
thoroughly that he left the GOP
for a foredoomed independent
candidacy.
Having undergone so many
humiliations, these creatures
became masters of selfdeprecation. When they chose a
label for themselves in this Congress, it was "gypsy moths." "Us
moderates," said Sen. John Danforth of Missouri, "are such
vanilla characters, we put you to
sleep."
But as they say, what goes
around, comes around. And the
moderate Republicans are sensing accurately these days-and
asserting plainly-that they have a
vital role to play in the future of
the Reagan administration and
the Republican Party.
The frantic negotiations that led
to formulation of the latest round
of budget cuts were different in
one respect from those of last spring. This time, the goal of the
White House operatives-a goal
they did not reach-was to satisfy
the gypsy moths, not the Southern
Democratic boll weevils, on the
equity of the President's proposals.
They understood that
Democratic resistance to
Reagan's austerity measures was
increasing, and their only hope of
success lay in holding Republican
ranks intact-including the two
dozen House members and the
handful of Senators who consider
themselves political moderates.
By coincidence, the week that
ended with Ronald Reagan's
speech to the nation began with a
massively
less publicized
"moderate manifesto' by Rep.
Jim Leach of Iowa, a 38-year-old
third-termer who is characteristic

and faraway places. Now it only
serves to taunt and tease me. It
never fails to sound as I leave my
apartment or head home.
But man is smarter than
machine, or so I have been told.
One day I decided to outsmart the
train. I thought over the situation
and decided that since the train
was always present exactly when
I wanted to cross the tracks, I
would depart for my destination Textbook situation
one hour early.
I left my apartment with a troubles student
satisfied grin. "This time I will
beat the train," I thought to
One of the most bothersome
myself.
aspects of the University to me
has to be the textbook situation.
But lo and behold, as I apGranted, there are problems in
proached the tracks, a train whisbuying books for only one quarter
tle sounded.
As the long, endless train of study and then only getting a
lumbered along the tracks, I small percentage of the orginal
wondered how it could pull such a price when selling it back.
cumbersome load. Just as the
This, however, is not the prothought crossed my mind, the
blem I address.
train lurched to a halt.

by David Broder
Syndicated Columnist

of the breed in his combination of
brains, good manners and innocuousness.
The occasion of Leach's address
was his acceptance of the chairmanship of the Ripon Society, an
academically oriented group of
moderate Republicans formed
back in the Kennedy years and
now boasting a national membership of 2,500 hardy souls.
The best recommendations for
the moderate Republicans have
always been the quality of their
ideas and the quality of their people. Leach embodies that tradition. A foreign service officer who
resigned on principle to protest
Richard Nixon's "Saturday Night
Massacre," he made his
manifesto an exceptionally clear
statement of the moderates' principles and policies.
In barest outline, be called on
the Reagan administration to:
balance the arms buildup with an

equally serious bid for arms control; recognize that military intervention cannot be our basic approach to Third World disputes;
reassert American concern for
human rights; limit further tax
benefits to the energy industry
and prevent further cuts in education and basic research: fight
monopoly distortions of free
enterprise with vigorous antitrust enforcement; protect the
historic Republican commitment
to environmentalism against the
"aberrations" of James Watt;
reassert Republicans' commitment to civil rights and equal
justice; and reject the social-issue
conservatism of the New Right.

If all this sounds to some people
like asking Ronald Reagan to stop
being himself, Leach cannot only
invoke a pre-Reagan Republican
tradition but explain why he supports the mam goals of the
Reagan administration and hopes
for its success. "We have a major
stake," he said, "in making the
Reagan administration the best
Csible administration, because
has set such a positive direction for. conservatism that if he
can avoid the extremes, he can
establish a generation of

Republican opportunity."

Of all the elements of Reagan
Republicanism, moderates probably felt most comfortable with
the emphasis on decentralization
of government. As Leach pointed
out, "The real divisions today in
the Republican Party are not
between liberals, moderates and
conservatives; they are between
pragmatists and ideologues. . . It
is local government where
pragmatists have always
dominated."

In a quiet way, Leach's speech
was a timely reminder that the
moderates are still around-not
just in Congress but in state
capitols from Iowa to Pennsylvania and Vermont, where
they will play a major role in
determining the GOP's fate in the
1982 and 1984 elections.
Leach got invitations to discuss
his views on CBS, public television and the Cable News Network-and a request to stop by the office
of Vice President Bush. Just want
to be sure there are open channels
of communication to the administration, Bush said. The
moderates are making their
point.

EauMBMnH «>» Pomp*** >•< «*a«an!

Letters-

Wire Editor

Man has always been
fascinated by machines.
Machines were created to make
life easier. But with trains, this is
not always the case.
It is not trains as a whole that I
draw issue with. Trains have their
place. I just do not happen to feel
that this place is on the tracks at
2:25 p.m. when I am on one side
and my 2:30 p.m. class is on the
other
I have always heard disparaging remarks about living on the
"other side of the tracks."
However, I had somehow always
thought this statement was referring to • depression-era shanty
towns, not the fact that it often
Two classes which I have taken
As I crawled over a train couplseems impossible to get to the
ing, I pondered my dilemma, and require textbooks which are, in
other side.
In days past, I often thought the I have yet to find an answer. my opinion, inferior, and required
sound of a train whistle in the Maybe its just that I don't primarily to get the books sold.
distance was somewhat romantic. understand machines. Maybe I
The class I am referring to is
It conjured up pictures of travel should turn to a computer.
Speech 102. Three books are reauired for this class, all written by
.ichard Weaver (by coincidence,
also the person who teaches the
class and requires the books). It is
a great accomplishment to have a
Vol. 62
STAFF
No. 115
book published, but I feel it is very
poor practice to require your book
N«w»Mto»
KithrynCon
to your students.
AmtUnndMO.
Onoy vvnilWa'

The BG News
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The other book is required for
the Student Teaching experience.
Written by Don Chase (in charge
of student teaching), this book
had no relevance, that I could see,
in my practice teaching.
I only used one page, an evaluation page, the whole quarter.

ComrtfM 1MI 1 n» M Mm
W.orMI <M tyilrm OMM
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Before student teaching, find
someone who has student taught
and use their handbook.
If these textbooks were only
books in the field, or the best in
the field, I could see the require-

ment for the book. But, I don't feel
In Bowling Green, an om- the Sept. 29 issue of the News.
that any of the books mentioned budsman could expedite (refer
are in this category and thus it is a complaints to the proper departmistake to have them required for ment), follow up, make inquiries,
Charles Barrel!
the specific classes mentioned.
and publicize (educate) through
Councllman-atlarge
providing an information center,
a question-and-answer service
and a facts-distributing agency.
Steve Long
Graduate Student
BA237

Councilman wants
city ombudsman
The ombudsman was developed
first in Sweden - thus the name.
Used widely in Europe, the practice emigrated to the United
States for both public and private
organizations.
The state governments of
Hawaii, Oregon, Iowa and
Nebraska have utilized it and also
the cities of Honolulu, Seattle, San
Diego, Denver, Chicago, Detroit,
Dayton and smaller cities under
other names. Many federal agencies have followed.

A competent half-time official
(at a salary around (5,000) could
help solve housing and other problems in the city.
Obviously, his activities would
overlap with those of others, councilpersons, the chief clerk of the
city, the zoning inspector, the
health department, housing commission, Rental Housing Association and the Student Consumer
Union.

Parent praises
freshman edition

Just wanted you to know how
much I enjoyed reading the
September 20, 1981 edition of The
BG News. I found it very informative and helpful to me as a
parent of three children enrolled
at the University, as an educator
in a school district whose
graduates attend B.G., and as an
employer of your graduates in
elementary/secondary education.

But abuses abound in the area
of housing, for example, and
Staying in touch with the acmany sources of information and tivities and challenges of campus
many watchdogs are needed.
life will be much easier for me,
thanks to The BG News.
' If the proposal of an ombudsman appeals to you, contact
Mike Grayson or Roger Weaver of
L. Jack Thomas
the housing commission or your
Superintendent of School*
city council members listed in
North Royalton, Ohio

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau
ACAllKKMR.
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Eppler to be present at dedication of complex
retirement in 1969.
Eppler, who now lives in Sun City, Ariz., and will be at the
dedicaton, was responsible for
much of the growth of health and
physical education courses and
Crograms for women at the
The $1.2 million project, begun
niversity.
two years ago, is named in honor
of professor emerita Gertrude EpA past president of the Ohio
pler who was chair of the women s Association for Health, Physical
health and physical education Education and Recreation and of
program from 1941 until her the women's physical education

The Gertrude Eppler Physical
Education Complex, the multipurpose activity structure built on
the site formerly occupied by the
nalatorium, will be dedicated today at 4 p.m.

section of the Ohio College
Association, Eppler graduated
from high school at the age of 16
and taught sports on the high
school level before earning a
bachelor's degree from Michigan
State University and a master's
degree at the University of
Michigan.
IN ADDITION to Eppler, participants in the dedication
ceremonies will include William

BG log,

Newsbriefs,
Halls hold Mac-Khol Bowl
Kohl and McDonald Quadrangle Residence
Halls are sponsoring the first annual Mac/Kohl
Bowl, in honor of the Falcon's first home football
game tomorrow.
At 11:15 a.m., residents of the two halls will
meet at Kohl for a pre-game lunch and proceed to
the game where they will have a special cheering
section. The two halls have purchased orange
cards to comprise different formations during the
game.
The cards, which cost about $200, were paid for
by the students of the two dorms and will De used
for other Falcon home games.

The University student chapter of the American
Society of Interior Designers will meet Tuesday at
7:30 p.m. in 111 West Hall. All interior design
students are welcome.
Women in Business will hold an organizational
meeting Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in 110 Business Administration Bldg. Michele Abraham of OwensCorning will be the speaker.

After the game, the residents of both dorms will
return to Kohl for a "fifth quarter" party to conclude the day's events.
Noithwrst Oh,o % Pr.■,>,„
Comedy NiqM
CUB

In yesterday's story on the University's budget,
the last two paragraphs should have read:
The only full-time personnel hired will be those
whose positions are grant-funded or are fundamentally important to the health and safety of
the University, Eakin said.
Eakin said these and the other cost-cutting
steps the University is taking will not be relaxed
until the state budget is passed.
The News regrets the error.

Hullenkremer, president of
Also participating will be Dr.
Hullenkremer Construction Co. of Betty van der Smissen, director of
Findlay, general contractors, and the School of Health, Physical
James Rooney and Tom Dukes of Education and Recreation; Dr.
Rooney, Musser and Associates Michael Ferrari, University inInc. of Findlay, architects for the terim president; Dr. Sandra
Packard, dean of the College of
project.

Ohio will gain from bomb order
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
Manufacturers and state officials
are poised for an economic boom
in Ohio with the expected order by
President Ronald Reagan for a
possible ioo B-i bombers.
If Reagan calls for manufacture
of the fighter bomber today, as
sources expect him to, thousands
of Ohioans will profit.
Rockwell International Corp. in
Columbus would hire up to 7,000
people. Major subcontractors
around the state would employ
hundreds more, with total
employment directly related to
construction predicted to reach
15,000 people.
Another 60,000 to 75,000 people
could be employed in a "spin-off"
capacity by bomber subcontractors funnelling work to them,
James Duerk, director of the state
Economic and Community
Development Department, said.

SALON OF
THE FUTURE

Wofch For Our New Location

For Information and Reservations

CALL 874-2221

APPOINTMENTS NOW BEING ACCEPTED
3521101

through structure.
General Electric Co. in Evandale would build the engine.
Other plants in Ohio which
would work on the plane and the
parts they would build are
Cleveland Pneumatic Co., landing
gear; Goodyear Aerospace Corp.
in Akron, wheels and brakes; B.F.
Goodrich Co. in Akron, tires;
Westinghouse Electric Co. in
Lima, generators and controls;
KelseyHayes Co., flaps; TRW,
fuel pumps; Aeronca, Inc., in
Middletown, engine shrouds;
Alcoa, aluminum parts.
Additional electrical suppliers
would be Parker Hannifin, Elano,
Electro Jet Tool, General Tool,
American Welding, Bestcast and
LearSiegler.
RHODES SAID the state has
prepared a $533,651 manpower
grant to help Rockwell in a
massive, accelerated work training program.
25' OFF ANY
PURCHASE OF
FUDGE WITH
THIS AD.

HOMEMADE

OPEN OCT. 1

SHRINE PARADE!
Sat. 11:30 a.m.
Wooster to Mercer

L -Wan, 'JKin, a tut->\aU'JeMgneu
181 (B) S. Main, Bowling Green

THE B-i would be assembled
in California, but according to
Rockwell's planning estimates,
Ohio's share of the program
would be about $2.5 billion in
direct investment, Gov. James
Rhodes said yesterday.
This is 21 percent of the total
program and makes the state the
second largest recipient of B-l expenditures in the nation, he said.
Rockwell's North American
Aircraft Division in Columbus had
the contract to build the bomber
until it was canceled in 1977 by
President Jimmy Carter, a
Rockwell spokesman said.
Before the cancellation, four
prototypes were built by the plant
and are being tested at Edwards
Air Force Base in California, the
spokesman said.
UNDER the new plan, Rockwell
would build the plane's engine
housings, missile launchers, forward fuselage and wing carry-

DOIT MISS
THE

• SHOW TIMES *
WED.
College I.D. Nite 8:00 P.M.
THURS. "Doubles"
8:00P.M.
FRI.&SAT.
8:00 & 10:45 PM.
SUN.
Audition Nite 8:00 P.M

Education, and Dr. Agnes Hooley,
professor emerita of health,
physical education and recreation.
Eppler will be awarded a plaque at the ceremonies.

FUDGE
featuring
MOUTHWATERING
FUDGES
PEANUT BRITTLE
CARAMEL CORN

LOCATED:
BEHIND WOOSTER WINE SHOP
425 E. WOOSTER
HOURS 11-30-6.00
MON.-SAT.

*****************.**********.*************..»,«****,***.*»**.*»«*»***«*»

PARTY

Jp Coming this
Monday night
Oct. 5.h

Try Something New For A Change!

</■

GO SOMEWHERE TONIGHT WHERE THERE'S NO
COVER CHARGE,NO HASSLESJUST A CHANCE TO HAVE A GOOD TIME.
THERE'LL BE REFRESHMENTS,DANCING,AND
PLENTY OF PEOPLE READY TO PARTY DOWN.

WFAL and Renee's present:

JUST REMEMBER,
THE UNION'S SIDE DOORTONIGHT.
STARTING AT 9 - GOING TO 1.
COME AS YOU ARE- YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU DID!

it

ROCK-NIGHT"
FALL '81

WSA

/

Bus service to Renee's leaving the Student Union Oval
at 8:00, 9:00, and 10:00 P.M. Return trips a number of
times throughout the evening. WFAL will be on hand
during the bus ride to Renee's with plenty of LP's
and.. .also remember there are plenty of 'ROCK' specials
all night long once at Renee's!

Speaking on the
"The Political Impact of The Moral Majority »»
*

FORMER SENATOR

*

BIRCH

BAYH

OCT. 5

8:00 PM

GRAND BALLROOM
An Interesting evening with —
the author ot the 26thAmmendment to the
Constitution giving 18 veer olds the right to vote.

FREE AND OPEN TO ALL.
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Bring your BG ID and get in FREE
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Food coupon books
hot item for thieves
»■b

-

—

KQ
lHa
Auinor
urhn
be
the
owner
who
just
remembered he left his coupons in
the cafeteria.

> •

* Ann* Baumlcln
News reporter

It's John's first day on campus.
He has just moved into his (form
and is now ready to eat his first
campus meal.
Going to his desk he soon
discovers that he won't be eating
anything. All five of his coupon
books have been stolen.
Since Sept. 21, 21 food coupon
books on campus have been
reported either lost or stolen, according to Campus Safety and
Security reports.
ONE RESIDENT of Offenhauer
East lost four of his books when he
did not lock his door and someone
helped himself.
Two McDonald West roommates had all eight of their
coupon books stolen, about a $470
value.
Some common mistakes that
people make concerning their
coupons are leaving them unattended, leaving them on a tray
when exiting the cafeteria, and
not locking the dorm room doors.
Anyone who sees another person helping himself to a coupon
book should report the incident
immediately even if it turns out to

THE UNLUCKY person who
has coupons stolen can console
himself by knowing that the thief
will be punished, if he's caught
that is.
Those who are caught stealing
are sent either to Standards and
Procedures or to the city's
Municipal Court, according to
Dean Gerkens, associate director
of campus security.
Gerkens noted that the punishment differs according to how
many books a person steals,
where they were taken from and if
breaking and entering can be attributed to the particular case.
• "Most of the cases so far,"
Gerkens said, "have been of
coupon books left readily
available to the prospective
thief."
Keeping coupon books "under
your wing" so to sneak, is the first
step in stopping theft. "It's just
common sense, Gerkens said.
If coupon books are left victim
to thieves and are stolen, the
students "are more or less asking
for it," Gerkens said.

Grandfather accused of
marijuana trafficking
CLEVELAND (AP) — A 70year-old great grandfather charged with drug trafficking said he
sold marijuana to supplement his
Social Security checks.
"I just try to make ends meet,"
Wilbur J. Abernathy said. "I just
sold a little bit."
Cleveland police narcotics
agents said they believed Abernathy, a retired maintenance
man, was the oldest man they're
ever arrested.
Abernathy, who walks with a
cane, was arrested at his home
Tuesday night and charged with
drug trafficking. He was released
on $500 bond.

DETECTIVE Gloria Gates said
there was a half a pound of marijuana in the home. Some pills also
were confiscated.
"Abernathy was selling to
everybody. He claimed he was
supplementing his Social Security
payments by selling marijunana
and pills, "she said.
Abernathy, who said he gets
$410 a month in Social Security,
said he had five sons, five
daughters, 15 grandchildren, and
nine great grandchildren.
"I help support most of them at
one time or another. You know
now it is," he said.

Qube cable system leads way to future
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
People, for the most part, fail to
appreciate what impact the
world's first two-way cable
television system has made on
the development of home electronics, says the chairman and
chief executive officer of
Warner Amex Cable Communications Inc.
Qube, pioneered in Columbus
nearly four years ago, is a 30channel system of news,
movies and various programming which allows subscribers
the opportunity to participate
in the programs at home by using a push-button hand console.
"When we started in 1978, we
introduced the first system
with more than 12 channels,"
said Gustave Hauser. "People
don't appreciate what Qube has
meant in the development of
the industry."
Hauser, in a telephone interview from his New York office,
labeled as untrue an article appearing in Wednesday's edition
of the The Wall Street Journal
which charged that Qube hasn't
lived up to expectations and
that viewers are disappointed.
"THERE'S NO empirical
evidence that people are disappointed," Hauser said. "That's
not true at all. Our research

shows that something approaching 90 percent of our
subscribers are very pleased
and, furthermore, the turnover
of subscribers who have Qube
is the lowest (of any cable
system) in any metro market in
the United States."
The Journal, also citing programming problems, quoted
Michael Dann, Qube's programming director until 1979,
as saying the system had very
little to show for an investment
of between $15 million and $16
million. Dann, now senior program advisor to ABC's Video
Enterprises Inc. subsidiary,
told the newspaper that Qube
never "never developed the
ideas that justified using the
two-way system enough."
Hauser, who said he was
puzzled as to how Dann came
up with the investment figures,
defended Qube's programming
efforts and said he explained to
the newspaper that participatory, live television programming is only one dimension of interactive viewing.
"There are many other services — from pay-per-view
through burglar alarms
through
information
retrieval," he said. "But the
participatory programming

was and is intended to be different from commercial TV."
HAUSER SAID Qube cannot
be judged "either from the
number of hours or from the
number of eyeballs" used by
commercial broadcasters to
judge their programs in order
to sell advertising.
"We are not in that
business," he said. "The purpose of this programming was,
firstly, to provide a new and
creative experience and new
possibilities of using participatory capabilities are being invented all the time.
Secondly, these programs are
intended to have an impact and
value to special interest groups
and audiences and to, in effect,
make Qube a socially important institution in the community."
Qube subscribers have used
their consoles to participate in
game and talent shows, order
library books, call plays in a
football game or to signal an
electronic thumbs-up or
thumbs-down to local and national politicians and political
issues. Qube has also "narrowcast" several suburban
town meetings and civic activities.

The system has also been used to test the capabilities of inhome banking and shopping as
well as electronic mail and information retrieval.
"WE'RE STILL experimenting with various services,"
Hauser said. "We're constantly
adding interactive services. '
The concept of interactive
television, however, is no
longer experimental in itself,
he said.
HAUSER SAID the interactive capability of cable television is now being universally installed throughout the county
and is commonly recognized as
the future of the industry.
The Warner Amex chief also
took issue with The Wall Street
Journal intimating that Qube
Eomised a transformation in
estyle as a result of two-way
television.
"We never said it would
transform anyone's life,"
Hauser said. "Someone may
have written something like
that. And it may well be that interactive shopping and banking
and information retrieval will
transform people's lives. Surely, we don't expect anything to
transform people's lives in a
couple of years."

OCT. 5

THEY SHOOT
SENIORS,
DON'T THEY?

WFAL ROCK NITE
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BUSSES LEAVING UNION OVAL AT 8,9,10 P.M.

BEVERAGE

SENIOR YEARBOOK PORTRAITS

MAKE
YOUR
APPOINTMENT,

now

SHOOTING STARTS
OCTOBER 12
THE KEY OFFICE
310 STUDENT SEVICES
372-0086

PdgBors
EAST

440 E. Court 352 1596
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Pamphlet informs students of responsibilities
by Lou Wllin
News reporter

Student responsibilities to the
city, as well as to the University,
is the subject of a new brochure
that city and University officials
worked together to produce.
"Bowling Green Is Your Town
Too," is the name of the pamphlet
that warns against vandalism, lit-

tering and other offenses that are
degrading to the city.
It lists offenses that students
can be charged with either by
campus security or city police.
Some freshmen do not know
what kind of behavior is expected
of them at Bowling Green, Bill
Bess, director of campus security,said.

PHONE NUMBERS and instructions for emergencies are
listed in the brochure, along with
suggestions on avoiding being victimized by crime.
"It is not to push an alarm, just
to warn of penalties," Bob
Hoagland, executive manager of
the Chamber of Commerce, said.
To express its concern about the

ever .increasing number, of
criminal offenses by University
students, the Community Roundtable, a group of community
citizens concerned with local
issues, initiated the booklet, according to Hoagland.

idea of the brochure, which was
Campus security has 10,000
used at Wisconsin University, at a copies of the pamphlet and the
round ta bie discussion.
Chamber of Commerce and city
police each received 5,000 copies
NANCY MARCILLE. a campus to distribute to city schools and
security officer, wrote most of the the Wood County Library.
booklet, according to Bess, who
The brochure can be found on
said the community had not been display on boards at the UniversiDr. Richard Horton, associate doing enough to introduce ty and at public relations talks at
dean of education, brought up the students to the city.
residence halls.

Reagan proposes to sell new AWACS to Saudi Arabians
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Reagan said yesterday
the United States "will not permit" Saudi Arabia to fall victim to
revolutionary takeover and indirectly but unmistakeably rebuked Israel for lobbying against the
proposed sale of AWACS radar
planes to the Saudis.
The president defended his plan
to sell $8.5 billion worth of planes,
missiles and other equipment to
the Mideast country as vital to
protecting tht vast Saudi oil fields
that play a major role in fueling
the economies of the western
world.
Without mentioning Israel by
name, Reagan said: "American
security interests must remain
our internal responsibility. It is
not the business of other nations to
make American foreign policy."
REAGAN'S REMARKS were at
a nationally broadcast news conference, his first formal meeting
with reporters in more than three
months. "Welcome to my first annual news conference," he joked.

The president also:
•Vowed to use his veto against
spending bills that would "bust
the budget and violate our commitment to hold down federal
spending."
•Defended his campaign to
slash spending for social programs and said the "safety net"
to protect the poor "is still in
place." Later, he said everyone
"totally dependent on the government" are "our obligation and
nothing is going to happen to
them.
•Noted that yesterday was the
start of the government's bookkeeping year when most of his
budget and tax cuts officially took
effect. "Our programs won't be
instantaneous," he said. "The
mistakes of four decades can't be
turned around in eight months."
•Said he supports, in principle,
extension of the landmark Voting
Rights Act.
Reagan defended the AWACS
sale as Secretary of State Alexander Haig testified on Capitol

Hill in an effort to save the
package, which Senate
Republican Leader Howard
Baker has said lacks enough votes
to pass Congress.
"I have proposed this sale
because it significantly enhances

our own vital national security interests in the Middle East,"
Reagan said. "The sale will greatly improve the chances of our
working constructively with Saudi
Arabia and other states of the
Middle East toward our common

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — Here
are the items and services not
currently subject to the Ohio sales
tax that would be brought under
its coverage by the House-passed
$13.8 billion budget bill.
The bill, which now goes to the
Senate, would increase the 4eents-on-the-dollar tax by 1 cent.
The Legislative Budget Office
said the sales tax base would be
broadened to make the following
items taxable:
i Cigarettes.

«& t° the

• Packaging.
• Telephone and telegraph services (at 1 percent).
• Admission into a fair, carnival, stadium, theater,
auditorium, gymnasium, hall,
park, garden, amusement park or
similar facility.
• Costs to use a pool, billiard or
snooker table or to howl.
• The service of washing, cleaning, waxing, polishing or painting
a motor vehicle.
• Parking a motor vehicle.
• Amusements, recreation and

Gamma Phi Beta
Fall Pledges

PIEDMONT
APARTMENTS

j
j-SPECIAL TWO PERSON I

I

r

t

• TWO BEDROOM APTS.
i -$250.00-FURNISHED

j
i

ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED
EXCEPT LIGHTS

LISA BAST
ROBIN MYMER
THERESE BONZA
JEANETTEBRONKAR
TERRIE CURRAN
UARYDAVIS
MARYJOFERRAZZA
LISA KAISER
CARRIE LEVINE
NANCY MYERS
GLORIA NEESHAM

BARBNETTROUR
SHARON RICHARDS
ROSE RIZZOLLA
NANCYSCHUMM
RINA SHERE
LISA STRASSER
VICKY SMITH
SUSAN SWOPE
SUZANNE SWANSON
BETH TRENTADUE
SUSAN WOODLIFF

f -CHERRYWOOD CLUB

ALPHA GAMMA
DELTA
FALL PLEDGES 1981

j REC CENTER
j WITH HEATED POOL

j

PH 352-9378

Amy Atwater

Paula Johnson

Julie Beck

Jean Kovach

Martha Beckert

Lisa Martin

Kim Bode

Laura Mercer

Lori Cooper

Paula Morison

Jennifer Davis

Beth Shun

Kelly Depue

Susan Sir

Carolyn Ellis

Donna Szabrak

Nancy French

Mary Taylor

Kathy Games

Amy Williams

Chris Graham

Patricia Windholtz

Lisa Hackett

Linda Wiseman

Jill Hansel

Juliet Wolfe

J

NEW STUDENT DINNER

FREE

Sunday, Oct. 4,6:00 pm $1.00

UNITED CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Thurstin St. at Ridge
Call 352-7534 for reservations.
UCF is a campus ministry of:' American Baptist. Church of the
Brethren, Disciples of Christ, Episcopal, Lutheran (ALC & LCA),
United Church of Christ, United Methodist and United Presbyterian,
USA

VESPERS, SUNDAYS AT 6:00 pm

ARCTIC
SWEATS
MCDONALD'S FALCON FRENZY
PATCH TO THE FIRST 5,000
ATTENDING THE FALCON GAME
THIS SATURDAY. COUPON
FOR FREE FRIES ON EACH PATCH!

Winter motif sweatshirts, depicting
skiers and snowflakes on icy
shades, are a fun but functional
look. Wear them together as
active clothes or with woven
pieces as separate items.

FALCONS
VS.
WESTERN MICHIGAN
SATURDAY OCT. 3RD
1:30 P.M.
PERRY FIELD

stability of a region, it serves
Israel's long-range interests."
He said chances for Senate approval of the sale are good as a
result of negotiated arrangements
with the Saudis about joint U.S.Saudi manning of the aircraft.

State bill proposed to increase sales tax

The Crescent Moon is Shining on

LRATE

goal: a just and lasting peace."
REPLYING TO concerns of
Israel and its congressional allies,
the president said the package
"poses no threat to Israel now or
in the future. Indeed, by contributing to the security and

P4

525 KiJp. Si.

__^__

other entertainment.
• Architectural or engineering
services.
• Personnel or business services to be furnished in the
preparation of an advertisement
or commercial.
• Management or consulting
services.
• Computer or data processing
services.
•Furnishing tangible personal
property under a lease or rental
agreement, including the services
of personnel used in the operation,

maintenance or other use of such
property.
• Services furnished by a personnel placement service.
• Services furnished by a
private investigator.
• Health, reducing or similar
services furnished by a health spa
or reducing salon.
• Laundry, cleaning or
janitorial services, except nonindustrial.
• Other similar business services.

FANTASTIC, MELLOW, FOLK-ROCK MUSIC BV

STACY MITCHHART
AID

KEN COWDEN
FRIDAY,
rKIUftT, OCTOBER
UL lUbtK 2
I
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3
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Property tax penalties updated
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) Legislation modernizing property
tax collection procedures used by
Ohio counties and increasing
penalties for late tax payments
sailed through the House
Thursday.
Approved 7&14, the bill now
goes to the Senate.
Rep. Frederick Deering (DMonroeville) said the low
penalties in current law give an
advantage to property owners
who do not pay their tax bills promptly.
He said the one-time penalty
equal to 10 percent of the amount
due can be far offset by the high
interest earned when the money is
invested.

cent. But it would impose additional 10 percent penalties based
on the cumulative amount of
taxes due at the succeeding installment dates, giving the penalty a compounding effect.
"So there isn't any economic
advantage not to pay your taxes,"
Deering told the House.
In addition, the bill would increase the penalty on late personal property taxes, those
generally paid by businesses,
from 10 percent to 15 percent. And
it imposes an interest charge on
unpaid personal property taxes at
the rate of 1.5 percent per month.
Another important section
would allow county treasurers to
accept partial payments of real
estate taxes in certain cases. CurDEERING'S BILL would leave rent law does not allow accepthe initial penalty rate at 10 per- tance of partial payments, forcing

Teachers.

treasurers to return the money.
Deering said that under his bill,
"the treasurer can hold that
money and write the taxpayers
and tell them they are delinquent."

Tax

from page 1

•Extend the five-cent sales tax
to cigarettes; $55.9 million and
$60.5 million

•Increase tax on wine by 18
cents a gallon on wine with 7 percent to 14 percent alcohol content;
20 cents a gallon on wine with 14 to
21 percent alcohol content; hike
the tax on high-powered beer by 1
1-8 cents per 12 ounce container,
and 3-8 of 1 cent on low beer. Yield
$15 million this year and $22.5
million in fiscal 1982-1983.

from page 1

pleased with the percentage of increase, they are aware that it is
state budget cuts affecting the
financial picture, Cummings said.
"I think they recognize the
economic problems and that we
have to adjust to them," he said.
"Both groups are supportive."

CUMMINGS SAID he believes nover in the tea :her job market in
the voters will sympathize with Bowling Green.
the teachers when deciding on the
He stressed, however, that he
levy this November.
sees the financial situation in the
Despite the small increase and state getting worse for teachers or
bleak economic outlook, Cumm- anyone else in the educational
ings said there has been little tur- system.

Kappa Delta
is
Proud to Announce Our
1981 Fall Pledge Class
Amy Kingsmore
Diane Arth
Carol Marker
Laura Byrne
Karen Nussbaum
Tracey Carver
Carol Ogle
Susan Cooper
Tammy Schmakel
Leslie Halem
Jerri Sud brook
Eliza Hunt
Susan Van Denvenier

I1
CONVERSE BASKETBALL SHOES
I
BLACK, RED £ BLUE STRIPPED
I
HIGH TOPS & LOW TOPS
I 15% OFF WITH COUPON - SHES7.
I
RACQUETBALL RACQUETS
I
20% WITH COUPON
I
I
THE LOCKER ROOM
I
1121. Mali
I.

•tilt photo by Dal* Omorl

Teacher's Pet
Dr. Richard Carpenter, University English professor, trims his lawn while Samuel, his 15 year-old Blue
Point Siamese cat keeps him company.

GMeadowview Court Apartments
214 Napoleon Road
NOW AVAILABLE

Furnished & unfurnished efficiencies ■■
1 * 2 bedroom apartments.
Landlord pays gas.
Special Twa Parsea Rat*

'Swimming pool'sauna
'game room*party room.

Welcome To Our Sisterhood

Models
Available

352-1195

Mon.Frl.
9 12 a.m.
1-5 p.m.

Giveevery
NEWBORN
the

The newly formed
Undergraduate
Gerontological
1
Association
is having its first meeting
in room 104 of the
Business Building at
6:00 on 10/05/81. Anyone
interested in the elderly
of our society is invited
to attend.

advantage
March of Dimes
Birth Defects Foundation
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Oct. 2,5,9,12,17

NOON TO 5:00

• ONLY 50 A GAME
• 1st PRIZE IN BG- -

ATARI HOME VIDEO UNIT!
TOP 3 MEN & TOP 2 WOMEN ELIGIBLE FOR NATIONALS IN CHICAGO

i

2K)n. main* no cover

Six of the best tasting beers in the world.
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Bemg a missile launch officer m trie Ait Force is on awesome tespon
stbilifv But its eiating *ifti leadership opportunity fiom the word
go
Air Force ROTC con help you prepare tor this exciting field by gron
ting two. three or four-year scholarships These will pay to< tuition
books, ond tab and incidental fees, and give you $100 a month for
some ot your other college expenses
Then, if you con qualify for fhe mrssiie field, you can work on on advanced degree through special graduate education progroms and the
Air Force will help with the expenses
II you're the type who's looking for an eicihng future a future of
commitment and pnde. look into this one See i' you qualify lo be on A<r
Force missile launch officer
ona help perpetuate the traditions mat
have mode ou' country great
Gel the details right oway You il be Qlod vou did

llVrfonaaac?

DEPARTMENT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES
164 Memorial Hall
Phone 376 2176 or 372-2177

W0 *
ERLANGER
THE EXCEPTION

WANT INSTANT
RESPONSIBILITY ?

HAMSTYimG ro*
1072 N. Main Street

352-6516

(Between State liquor Store ft Rink'vKrogei)
•1960 Fint ktorrwttonal Serwcee Corporation

ROTC

Go'eway fo o greoi **oy of life>.

$>
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University Christian
Ministries
People Who Care
3. St. John's Episcopal Church
East Wooiter Streel
(across *rom Harshman OuadrangU)
332-1987

6. Orthodox Christian Ministry
Chaplain: Fr. Klrlll Hartman
to be reached at: 824 E. Wooster
353-1522
German-Russian Dept.:
372-2268
Holy Assumption Church
Marblehead, Ohio
798-4591

Father James Trautweln
Sunday Services at 8 and 10 a.m.
Holy Days as announced
Orthodox Christians can reach
Orthodox clergy through the
Episcopalian chaplain

4. University Lutheran
Chapel
1124 E. Wooster St. 352-3422
The Rev. Larry Harris
The Rev. Stan Eckermann
SUNDAY WORKSHOP
at 10:30a.m.
SILENT COMMUNION
Tuesdays, 10 p.m. and midnight
MID-WEEK REFLECTIONS
Wednesdays, 9:30-10 p.m.

5. Active Christians Today
612 E. Wooster 352-6486
Campus Mall Box 38

1. St. Thomas More
University Pariah
423 Thurstln
(across from McDonald Dorm)
332-7333 Campus Mall BOX 87
Rev. John R. Blaser
Rev. James Baclk
Sr. Joyce Leman, CPPS
Sr. PatSchnapp, R.S.M.
Kathy Hochanadel
Ken Phillips
EUCHARISTIC LITURGIES
FOR SUNDAY OBSERVANCE
Saturday at 4 p.m.
Sunday at 10:00 and 11:15 a.m.
and 1:15 p.m.
DAILY LITURGIES
Mon., Tues., Wed. 11:30 a.m.
Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Friday 12:30 p.m.

2. United Christian
Fellowship
313 Thurstln (at Ridge Street)
352-7334 Campus Mall Box 33
Dr. Ross Miller
The Rev. Vaughn Maatman
FAITH AND LIFE FORUM
6 p.m., SOnday
The Rev. Janice Maatman
UCF is a campus ministry of the
American Baptist, Church of the
Bretheren,
Christian,
Episcopalian, ALC and LCA
Lutheran, United Church of
Christ, United Methodist, United
Presbyterian, USA.

SOUTHING To SMitt ABOUT

Rev. Bruce Mongomery
Steve Schertzinger
(Church of Christ)
SUNDAY WORKSHOP
10:30a.m., Alumni Room
FELLOWSHIPMEETING
Tuesdays, 7 p.m.
Alumni Room, Union
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Elsewhere

Pan-African studies KSU blacks lobby
KENT, Ohio (AP) — Black
students at Kent State University
are lobbying the faculty senate to
include courses in Pan-African
studies as part of the university's
plan for a 39-credit-hour core of
general education requirements.
The issue drew about 200 black
students to a faculty senate
meeting Monday night.
Currently, there is no common
group of courses taken by all
undergraduates at the university
in northeast Ohio, and the faculty
senate has been debating the
merits of establishing such an
academic core.
If the faculty senate can decide
on a core soon enough this
academic year, it would affect
next fall's freshmen.

staff plioto by AlFucht
Bev Weisheit was among 30 others who auditioned last night for
the University Performing Dancers in Eppler North.

THE BASIC proposal calls for a
mix of courses in the sciences,
languages, math and liberal arts.
A tentative list of courses has
been drawn up, and the faculty
senate is considering which of the
courses can be taken to meet a
core requirement.
The black students and some
black faculty at the meeting voiced concern that not a single PanAfrican course is offered on the
tentative course list.
Harold Robinson, president of

the Black United Students at Kent must have, it's the understanding will have to justify why its courses
State, said his group is concerned of people we associate with and should be placed on the list of
live with."
courses which satisfy the core reabout the omission.
quirement. He said the general
Earle Roberts, chairman of the education core policy may be ap"I HOPE it was an oversight,"
Robinson said. "If there's one committee which prepared the proved at the October meeting of
basic general education that we core policy, said each department the faculty senate.

Rush for tax-free certificates
NEW YORK (AP) — It was a
welcome change for the nation's
bankers — people lined up to bring money in, not to take it away,
as tax-free All Savers Certificates
went on sale yesterday.
A spot check nationwide indicated many banks and thrift institutions were doing a brisk
business, particularly in the
South.
"All our lobbies are full of people," said Cleve Brown, senior
vice president of Unif irst Savings
and Loan Association in Jackson,
Miss. "And I expect them to be
(full) today and tomorrow."
BUYERS OF All Savers were
attracted by a combination of
high interest and freedom from
federal taxes.
However, some investors apparently were waiting to see if

their interest yield would increase
if they waited until Monday. A
Treasury Department auction of
one-year bills was scheduled for
late yesterday. The interest for
AU Savers certificates sold beginning Monday will be equal to 70
percent of the investment yield at
yesterday's auction.
Certificates sold before Monday
will carry a 12.61 percent interest
rate. Minimum deposits are $500.
IN ALBANY, N.Y., bankers advised customers to wait.
"We feel we have that moral
obligation," said James Colem.
senior vice president of Union National Bank.
The All Savers certificate was
created by Congress because
banks complained they couldn't
compete with the high rates being
offered by money market funds.

Those funds have been booming
for the past several years, at the
expense of banks.

IF ALL SAVERS live up to expectations of attracting at least
$200 billion, their tax-free feature
will cost the Treasury upwards of
$5 billion.
Based on an intial yield of 12.61
percent, a maximum $1,000 tax
exemption is available to a single
person investing a maximum
$7,930.21 and a $2,000 exemption
for a couple putting in $15,860.42.
Given the combined interest
yield and the tax savings, a couple
with a $25,000-$30,000 gross income can expect a net yield of
about 17 percent, the current
average yield of taxable money
market mutual funds.
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Classifieds1
LO«T» FOUND
WalW lost in tiral Moor bathroom in
B A building Call Chtia at 352«8»

Fraah Da4tck>ua Donuta at Sam li
Ofit>«j».
Na« Student Dtowiw. Sunday. Oct 4, •
pjm. $1 oo Co*po«ia«f*d by UntM
Chrlailan Fellowship and local
Ftoaoyaartan. Mathodlal. • Croatian
Cburchai Call 35? 7514 by Friday for
r»Mr.«tlon«
Will do apt ft houaa cia*nlnp;t r»( and
raaaonabM rataa Call aflat ft p.m. B23«423

ALPHA PHI SUPER SENIORS
GET PSYCHED FOR MUD TUG'
Delts. get psyched to have a lanlastlc
time with the AX's at the Tea SHIRT
Psrty.
I'mlASV
I'm CHEAP
■ nd I'm QUICK
with t-ahlrta for your group or organliauon For over 3 veers now the bast
prloae ft services in BO Call Tim 3S37011
31 Family garage sals. Oct 2. ft* Oct.
3, 9-3 Lake Band Bldg Fairgrounds In
B.G. Furn am. appilsncaa. TVs. sporling goods, house plants ft other apt
furnishings FREE COFFEE1
CARRY OUT AVAILABLE. CORNER
KITCHEN 362-1810 1B3S MAIN.

HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY HYMEE*
YOU'RE THE
GREATEST' LOVE
ALWAYS DUCKiE DUBOIS1

T-tHMTt
T-ftHIRTft
T-SHIRTS
Custom acraervprlntlng t-ahlrta and
sportswear for your group or organization. Lowest price-fas) deli.sry Call
Tlm353-7011.

Walcomo Back Goroaoua Gaorp* and
Wancn Pataraon l miaaad yout Your

FREE to good home, long-haired kittans. PH. 363-3136

•a
Findara Racords
only 13 99

Hundrad'a of LP"B

COME JOIN THE SIG EPS AND DO IT
IN THE MUD.
Woman Alpha XI: Wo'r* paychad cauaa
wa'ra having a taa-wiih thao So gat
roady 10 parIM hoart-aal Ba th«ra* Jhat Tha guy of Lambda Chi.
CONGRATULATIONS DAVE KOMJAH
AND LIZ HAWKINS ON THEIR BETA
THETA PI LAVALIERING
THE
BROTHERS.
THERE S NO BETTER WAY FOR THE
GREEKS TO START OFF THE YEAR
THAN WET AND FROZEN AT THE
MUPTUQ.
Tha Alpha Gama thanh avaryona tot
thair aupporl ft participation in tha 1961
Jamboraa. Hopa to aa* you ail na>t

REWARD. 1280.00 Rawsrd for Information leading to tha arrest and conviction of parson or parsons involved in
stealing AAA ambiam ft lattara from
Wood County AutoClub Building. Ph.
363-6378.
SIG EPS WISH EVERYONE GOOD
LUCK AT THE "MUPTUQ"
Lambda ChCe-The Alpha Xi'a sre ready
for our firet and besi tea with you
tonight' Love, The Alpha Xrft.
Chuck-Gees took an yswr LSAra SaturaW lasts,
SUNDAY BUFFET. 11-2. CORNER KIT
CHEN 183 S MAIN
MAKE IT PERSONAL-MAKE
IT
PERSONNEL-MEETING TUES. OCT. 8.
8 P M ASSEMBLY ROOM McFALL
CENTER.

ff?i!

Good Luck KD Mud Tug Teas*! Lava 4
AOT.YaurKDIafcHB.

Chi 0« ara paychad lo win tha Slg Ep
Mud Tug-Pull hard and yali r*daf
Qoodluchoaial

Tha SrotHars of Sks-M CM asaN) Blanks
la ad ataisrs of PM Mu for hatpins ua
■rlth*Mh.

Dab Barga* You had ua all lootadl Congratuiationi on your angagamant.
Love, Your Gamma Phi Siatara.

Taaoft at tha AX Open: Oct 3-10-00
am al ihe University Golf Course

Branda King-Congratulations on your
angagamant to Doug Good luck In tha
upcoming yearn Lova. Your Gamma
Pht Sutara,
Phi Mu'a-wa cant wan till Sunday whan
wa can gat logathei agaln-Tha Chi O'a
and Phi Mu'a mafca a great iaam<

Gammers ware second last year that
waa OK -but wa'ra out to tug for it all
today. We know how to pull that ropsthe real of you don't mind mud, *w

*9±
Hay 0 G.'s. let s relive our childhood
fantaaiaa with Sigma Chi'a ft mualc of
inaTQ-s

Tha returning champa of Sigma Chi say
to all: "Here* mud in your eye." Good
Luc* Brotnara at lh« Mud TuQ Friday

To tha SAE's: Thanks for a ternfic teat
You helped to make pledge day even
mom special! Lova. Tha Alpha Phi's

The candle passing waa aura a aurpnw We |uat couldn't toiWv* our
ayes1 Congralulallons Cathy Waiah. L
tlyouf AOPISfWfft

FREE REFILLS ON ICED BEVERAGES
CORNER KITCHEN

AXQOLFOPENOCT 3
AXQOLFOPEN-OCT. 3
AX OOLF OPEN-OCT. ft
Z THANKS FOR BEING THERE WHEN
I NEED YOU' I'M GOING TO BE OK'
LOVE. KELLY
Two candle peaelnge In one n>ghl~the
Buepenee was killing! To llnd out It was
you was. oh, BO thrilling! L ft L your ADPi Stue-i

Congrati *littona lo our new officers
Short Robkfton-ftr. Panhat; Eileen
WHaon-Aaa'f Pledga T.alner. ft Sue
Xlnaka^Jr. Parthal. Lova, Your Alpha
OamStafcsfi.
TONIGHTS THE NIGHT FOR THE WSA
PARTY. FROM fl-1 IN THE SIDE DOOR
OF THE UNION, NO COVER CHARGE ft
REFRESHMENTS ARE FREE WHY
NOT COME?
MUDTUO, COLLEGE PARK. 3:00 PM
FRIOAY. BETHEREmillHI!

.

Congratulations
and Good Luck to:
SIGMA CHI FALL OFFICERS
PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT
TREASURER
ASST. TREASURER
SECRETARY
RITUAL
PLEDGE TRAINER
RUSH
ATHLETICS
SCHOLARSHIP
ALUMNI
SOCIAL
HISTORIAN
HOUSE MANAGER
IFC/GREEK EVENTS
PUBLIC RELATIONS
HOMECOMING/FORMAL

TAKE A SHORT DRIVE
TO FREMONT. OHIO
FOR THE BIGGEST
MOVIE EXPERIENCE
OF YOUR LIFEII

SCOTTTUCHEK
TODD RICE
BRAD MEFFERD
BILL MEADOWS
PAUL CROW
NEIL NUTTER
JOE FINUCAN
DAVETITTERINGTON4
JEFFWENGER
DALE REDDEN
TOM FULLERTON
JOESCHIRRIPA
JEFFDORNER
JIM FINUCAN
CHRIS KNOR
MARK TOTH
MARKKIRCHMER
BENGOFF
DAVEZAVAC

BIER BLASTBEER BLAST-BEER
BLASTFrtday Ocvsfcar 2s-oo am AM
campus Bear Steal al the N E Cam
mone. Spaas on* by ftA.IL frsSerwHy.
Studanta interested in being con
sidered for a Rhodes Scholarship for
1962 Should telephone (372 257ft) Prolaaaor Ralph Wolfe in the Dapanmant
of English by October ft, ttSV Applicants must ba elghtssn or ovar but
not yet twenty four, ba unmarried and
nave a bachelor's degree before October 1982. Applicants muat also havo
al least a 3 5 cumulative point average
beyond tha freshman year, muat have
displayed literary achievements, muat
demonstrste fondness for and success
in sports, and muat have moral force of
character and instincts lo lead.
Ranee's Rock Night with WFAL Monday Oct. Slh Come out and rock with
USl'IIH
RUBBER STAMPS. Sl.29 PER LINE; add
(1 par order for tax/poatage, 10-day
delivery. Greek letters svsllabJa, Rubbar Stamps. Boa 5644. Toledo. Ohio
43613.
SALAD BAR SUPREME. CORNER KIT
CHEN.
Alpha QWmm'a-fonjrt ebewt classaa.
put aakfta tha baaks. S gat reedy far a
great lime tonight at the tea Lova. Tha

*¥*■»»•
Laurie, congratulations on your
angagamant to Jeff Beat wishes in tha
futurs. Lova, your alatsrs of Kappa
Dsfls.
Tha bast way to kick off ths qusrtsr was
a KD ft Lambda Chi Tea. Thanka for tha
great evening. The sisters of Kappa
Delta
JOW-Ta iedy tha Reakatssr "Tennis
AnyassBr Tha SYowiara.
Alpha Chi's Ws srwaye said we'd ah*
you the ahhTa off our baaks lo have s
good tlmel Sea ye' tonight ai the tea
Tha Paws.
The Union s the apot for a good time
tonight WSA'a having their flrat parly
of the year ft it's gonna Da great. From
»i. be there, aloha!
Glad you're here lo share thia year with
me-you mutant (alias nutboy Phil). Luv
always, Kathy.
MAC WEST-GET READY TO CUT
LOOSE AT THE FIRST GDI PARTY OF
THE YEAR THE KAPPA 8108.

Needed 1 F Rmte. lo ahare 1 bedroom
Apt Cioae to campus. Call Sandy 362
8313
1 M ROOMMATE TO SHARE FURN
APT S125MO OWN ROOM AFTER 5
PM3fU-30ftft.
1 F. needed 131 Stale Si Apt 06
ft330rqtr. Includes hast Furnished Ph
3634)181
1 F. rmta grad. lo ahare two bedrm apt
Ht Wk weal of McDonald dorme 3622264.
__
Mature F student faculty or staff
wanted to ahare a 3 bedroom. 2 bath
apt Call 352-9698 Wlnlhrop Terrace
(South).
M rmte Reasonable neat, non smoker.
9129rmo Incled utll.l Graanbrlar Apt.,
PoeRd 363-3943
1 F. rmte. to sublease two bedroom apt
Close 10 campus Call 362-1770 after 7
p.m.
WANTEO: GARAGE TO RENT FOR
SMALL CAR STORAGE. KAREN 3941MO
1 F. RMTE. HAVEN HOUSE ARTS
ftlWMO WUTIL FURN CALL PAM
364-1261.
WANTED: F TO SHARE HOUSE
193/MO plus UTILITIES CALL 3922810.
HELP WANTED
Houesboy wantad-Caii Daita Gamma.
372-2609.
Waitresses wanted Apply after 5 p.m

plications for waiters, wai tresses
bartenderB. ft barmaidt. Please call
382-1878 btwn 9 pm
Midnight Car

iSl^S^A^sWMncftft
long term proapacta pralarrad. Ssnd
Resume M P O. Bos 26. Bowling Groan
interview will M arrangad.
RON SALE

;

Kitchen table. 4 chairs, raciinar. odda ft
ends for sals Vary reeaonebla-Cail 362
0413. Moving!
1976 HONDA CB360T 9860 NEW TOP
END ft HONDA MUFFLERS MICHELIN
Tlfvlt. 37*6323.
(
2 dressers, antique butfst w'mlnor. am.
kitchen table 362-6335
,

Tha sisters of Kappa Delta wish to congratulate Gall ft Art of their engagement Bast to you in tha future. Lova.
Your KD Sisters.

Dorm-alta rafrlg e«c*n coad! Only used for three mo Call Holly 392 7044
afkar SflO p.m.

Pul s little green in your Ufa. buy a plant
at the A TO. Plant Sale. Mon . Oct 5
from 9-5 in tha Union Foyer.

2 bdrm. apts. Close lo campus. Heal
patd. 363-4360.

BIER BLAST • BEER BLAST • BEER
BLAST • N.E. Cerumens - Oci 2 • 900
PA BEER BLAST • Bin BLAST
BSMBBtABT.
MEN WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS' American. Foreign
No enparlenca required. Eicallant pay
Worldwide travel Summer |ob or
career Sand 93.00 for information
SEAFAX. Dapt F-8. Bos 2049. Port
Angelas Washington 98362.
WANTED
F. rmte to aublet apt. tVt blks from
campus Call 362-4925 after 8 p.m.
WANTED: 1 F. AMTE. CLOSE TO CAMPUS CALL 1*2-1691.

POBRSaiT

4 bdrm furn has lor 4 eludants
SSeOfmo plus utilities 3627464 before
noon
Condos • to share in Perryaburg for grad
etudente of seniors Call Shara-AHome
(419) 47M 799Furn studio bdrm. for F student, ad
)oin prlvsts bath, shsrs kltchan. laundry ft Irving area in home ol Unfv sis"
person Call 3630649 after 6 p.m.
AVAIL NOW 1 APT AT THURSTIN
MANOR APTS CALL 3i3-5439_
Subset 1 bdrm. apt. al Varsity Square.
(^B9^a«Saiiyi-SS01.
3 bdrm. apt Cnm St.. 5 mln. walk from
campus, lum, full bsth 9260fmo. Jsnnlfs* 3734946.

Blast kills 60 people
The PLO says the group is an
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP).— A
car-bomb explosion ripped Israeli front, and that "Israel and
through the nerve center of the its agents in Lebanon" set off the
Palestine Liberation Organization latest bomb.
In Tel Aviv, a spokesman for
yesterday, killing at least 60 people and wounding about 300, a the Israeli Foreign Ministry
denied "all responsibility for the
PLO spokesman said.
The PLO said no ranking guer- recent explosions" and called the
rilla was hurt, but another group charge "one of the PLO's most
reported a PLO Central Commit- outrageous lies so far."
Prime Minister Shafik Wazzan
tee member was killed.
Witnesses said the blast set off of Lebanon also blamed Israel for
fires, reduced 60 cars to scorched the attack. "Israel, which has now
metal, splintered telephone poles been prevented from launching
and hurled bodies through the air further air attacks on Lebanon,
as the explosives-packed auto has now resorted to other methods
blew up in front of PLO offices on for which it is either directly
Bustani Street in Moslem West responsible or by using its agents
Beirut. Explosives experts in Lebanon, "he said.
He was referring to a July 24
estimated 220 pounds of TNT went
cease-fire that stopped two weeks
off.
Lebanon's state-run television of PLO-Israeli fighting.
said an anonymous caller purporting to represent a right-wing
The area devastated by the car
organization claimed his group bomb was onlv a few dozen yards
from the block of apartment and
was responsible for the blast.
The group, the Front for the office buildings hit in a July 17 air
Liberation of Lebanon from raid that killed more than 300
Foreigners, has claimed respon- Palestinians and Lebanese
sibility for a series of bombings in civilians by government count.
Beirut state radio quoted
the past two weeks. Fifty-four
people died in the previous at- security sources as saying two
tacks, including 25 people killed other booby-trapped cars were
Sept. 17 at the PLO's south found in the same area and the exLebanon regional headquarters in plosive charges defused.
The staff offices of Yasser
Sidon.

Americans support budget cuts
NEW YORK (AP) - Despite
growing pessimism toward the
economy, the latest Associated
Press-NBC News poll says
Americans support President
Ronald Reagan's proposal for $13
billion in additional budget cuts.
The poll, a scientific random
sampling of 1,601 adults contacted
by telephone Monday and Tuesday, said a majority of those who
have heard or read of the president's latest proposed budget cuts
approve of them.
Yet a majority also believes

CHI OMEGA PROUDLY
WELCOMES
THEIR NEW
BABY
HOOTERS TO THE
NEST!
Kelly Aller
Jody Balint
Lisa Bellm
Laura Boone
Jennifer Brzezlnskl
MaryJoDewey
Joanie Fairaud
Marianne Feldner
Martha Gademer
Kelly Henderson
Julie Hennessey

Arafat's top security chief, Salah
Khalaf, whose guerrilla code
name is Abu Iyad, were among
the heaviest hit at one end of
Bustani Street.
But Abu Iyad's three-floor personal headquarters appeared intact on the block, which was a sea
of reddish brown mud formed by
water from firemen's hoses and
sand spilled from burlap bags
barricading PLO offices.
Abu Iyad, who the PLO contends is on Israel's most-wanted
list for his alleged leadership of
the "Black September" terrorist
organization, made a brief inspection tour of the devastated
area three hours after the blast.
Guerrillas in olive drab
uniforms surrounded Abu Iyad as
he picked through the charred and
tangled metal of bombed-out cars.
Security guards herded a reporter
away and confiscated film from
three photographers.
Although he denies the charge,
Abu Iyad is reputed to have
masterminded the 1972 massacre
of 11 Israeli athletes at the Munich
Olympics and the 1975 siege of the
Saudi Embassy in Khartoum,
Sudan, in which the U.S. ambassador, the deputy chief of mission and the Belgian charge were
murdered.

Patti Henry
Kelly Kane
Elaine Khal
Margaret Maloney
Rita Messmore
Nancy Mlsch
Sharon Morgan
Lisa Paolucci
Dana Paskiet
Jill Perry
Mary Peter
Jeanne Yoder

that their family finances will not
improve in the next year and that
the federal budget will not be
balanced by 1984.
Reagan's overall job performance rating dipped to 53 percent
f;ood or excellent, down 10 percent
rom the AP-NBC News poll in
August and the lowest during his
presidency. The latest poll said 27
percent believe Reagan is doing
an only fair job overall, while 16
percent said poor and 4 percent
were not sure.
Reagan's job rating for handl-

ing the economy dipped to 45 percent approval, down from 52 percent in August and matching
July's lowest total during
Reagan's eight months in office.
The poll said 29 percent believe
Reagan is doing only a fair job in
handling the economv. while 21
percent said poor and 5 percent
were not sure.
Twenty percent said they expect their families to be financially better off in the next year, comBired with 29 percent when
eagan took office.

ALPHA PHI PROUDLY ANNOUNCES
ITS 1981 FALL PLEDGES

BECKY M INDIGO
SUE MONTGOMERY
PAM MORLOCK
JAMIE NATHANSON
KIM NEVTZLING
SUSAN OLEFF
RENEE PALMER
SARA PRATT
SUSAN SCHMIDT
SUSANNESEDOR
JENA STACK
ELISE STEVENS
JEANNE THOMPSON
BETH TREECE
PAULA VANLEEUWEN
JOHNNA WALTER

ANNETTE CONRAD
ERIN DOOLEY
KATHY DURIG
CARLENEFELTNER
KERI FISCHER
STACEY FORSCH
CATHY FRIEDMAN
BEVERLYGUTHERY
MARY HONE
KIM JAMES
JEAN KALOZ
ALLYSON KETCH EL
JANETKNAFEL
BARB KOCEVAR
LISA MECCA
JULIE MILLER

SPECIAL THANKS TO TERRIRECKTENWALD
FOR DOING A SUPER JOB AS RUSH CHAIRMAN!

SOCCER

Delta Gamma

FALCONS vs. DAYTON

proudly announces it's
1981 Pledge Class

TOMORROW 3:30 p.m. Codirane Field

FtlONE 3324111
DOWNTOWN FREMONT
FRIDAY SATURDAY
MIDNIGHT MOVIE!

LET'S DO THE

TIME WARP
AGAIN!

i

Kim Adams
Judy Barkwell
Cindy Binder
Sheila Boyle
Janet Bryson
Lynne Butch
Kathi Callahan
Kristie Evans
Beth Friedl
Ann Hagemeier
Mary Beth Harnett
Sandee Horton
Maria Hosfeld
Joan Khoenle
Barb Koman
Laura Zimmerman

Ann Leach
Jill Lukemyer
Laurie Mayer
Karen McClanahan
Amy Miller
Janet Miller
Rachel Morr
Peggy Obby
Nancy O'Ryan
Keri Priest
Cathy Robertson
Kathleen Slagle
Cindy Smaltz
Lynn VonAschen
Laura Ware
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Sports
Tigers drop home finale,
Reds lose to Houston

Ringle paces BG to
win over Bluff ton

DETROIT (AP) — Gary
Roenicke knocked in Eddie Murray with a sacrifice fly in the top
of the 10th inning, giving the
Baltimore Orioles a 5-4 victory
over Detroit last night, knocking
the Tigers out of a tie for the lead
in the American League East.
The loss by the Tigers also kept
Boston mathematically in the
race for the second-half championship. Baltimore already has
Been eliminated. Detroit is now a
half-game behind Milwaukee going into a crucial three-game,
season-ending series between the
two teams at Milwaukee, starting
today.
Tim Stoddard, 4-2, was the winner, pitching the final 1 1-3 innings

by Tracy Collins
NBWS staff reporter

Before the 1981 season began for the Bowling Green volleyball
team, Falcon coach Sandy Haines said she would be looking towards
senior Sara Ringle to key the team during its matches.
Last night, Ringle responded to the task, leading BG to a 15-12,1510, and 15-12 victory over Bluffton College, at Anderson Arena.The
victory gives the Falcons a 3-4 record entering the Bobcat Invitational, tonight, in Athens, Ohio.
Ringle acted as the field general for the Falcons against Bluffton,
making some key spikes when the momentum seemed to be switching to the Beavers. Her ability to control play proved very important to the BG attack.
BLUFFTON played close to BG from the outset, but they were
hurt by mistakes at critical points in the match. In the first game,
the Beavers opened an 11-8 lead, but the Falcons rebounded to a 14-11
lead on five Bluffton errors and a spike by Renee Manwaring. Ringle
gave BG a one-game lead with a spike after the Beavers pulled to
within two points,
In the second game, BG jumped out to a 13-4 lead due to some fine
net control by the Falcon front line, forcing Bluffton errors and reC:ting the Beavers' attempts at landing spikes. Bluffton fought
ck to 13-10, before a Beaver error and a spike by Kathy Trego ended the game.
"We don't really have too much size, but that wasn't as important," Haines said. "What was important was our ability to go to the
floor for the ball."
THAT ABILITY was needed, as Bluffton attempted to counter
BG's height advantage with touch shots. The Beavers effectively
relied on those shots until the Falcons recovered and began looking
for the tactic. Bluffton abandoned the strategy until the third game,
which proved to be the most exciting game of the match
The third game was a see-saw battle. Bluffton jumped out to a 4-0
lead, before Ringle served the Falcons back into it, tying the game
at 4-4. The Beavers jumped to a 9-5 lead, before making four big errors to allow BG to tie the score.
The Beavers' first clean block of the game gave them a 12-9 lead.
Four more Bluffton errors gave the Falcons their first lead of the
game at 13-12. Ringle set up match point for BG with an alert block,
with the Beavers making one of their numerous spike errors to give
the Falcons the match.
"We played with much more discipline and intensity tonight,"
Haines said. "They are still not where they should be, but they are
playing much better than they were."

CINCINNATI (AP) - Nolan
Ryan fired a seven-hitter and
struck out nine batters and
Houston ripped seven Cincinnati
Reds pitchers for an 8-1 victory
last night that gave the Astros a
l'/i-game lead over the Reds in
the National League West.
The Astros can clinch the
second-half division title by winning two of three games this
weekend in Los Angeles. Cincinnati hosts Atlanta for three
games.
Ryan, 11-5, who tossed his fifth
career no-hitter in his last start,
held the Reds scoreless for six innings, extending his scoreless pitching streak to 24 innings.

Bobcats and Rockets in
early season showdown

staff photo by Oil* Omorl

Sophomore Julaine Flick spikes the ball over the
outstretched arms of a Bluffton defender.

TOLEDO (AP) — Ohio University matches the league's No. 1
passing game against Toledo,
first with the rush, in their
showdown of unbeaten MidAmerican Conference football
leaders tomorrow night.
Ohio can keep its narrow league
lead by posting its third straight
Mid-American
triumph.
However, a Toledo victory would
shoot the Rockets into at least a
share of the top spot at 2-0.
Defending champion Central
Michigan, Western Michigan and
Miami all can join Toledo in first
Slace, providing they win and the
.ockets handle the Bobcats.

IN THE FIRST full week of conference activity this season, Central Michigan entertains Eastern
Michigan (0-1), Western Michigan
goes to Bowling Green (0-1), Kent
State (0-1) visits Miami and Northern Illinois (0-1) plays at Ball
State (0-2).
Toledo's main problem will be
slowing down Ohio quarterback
Sammy Shon, second in national
passing efficiency. The little
senior averages more yards by
himself, 288 per game, than
Toledo is giving up to an entire
team this season. The Rockets
have been yielding 272 yards.

Falcons hope history repeats against Broncos
by Joe Menzer
assistant sports editor

Some things never change.
Last year, when Bowling
Green's football team faced
Western Michigan, the Falcons
were 0-4 and in a must win situation.
When the two teams meet again
tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. at Doyt
Perry Field, the situation will be
similar — BG is 0-3 — and the
Falcons hope that this year's outcome is also similar to last
season's 17-14 upset of the Broncos in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Both teams played well against
Big Ten opponents last week, but
lost. WMU dropped a 21-10 decision to Wisconsin, while the
Falcons lost to Michigan State, 107. The Broncos are 2-1 overall and
1-0 in the Mid-American Conference.

Kalamazoo and lives just one
block from the Western Michigan
campus. "We aren't going to be
playing a big caliber team like a
Baylor or a Michigan State, but
we want to win the conference
championship and we want to go
for the (California) Bowl. If we
win this game, it's going to be a
momentum builder."
Unfortunately, Potts may not be
a part of tomorrow's festivities.
The 5-10,162-pound junior hurt his
leg this week in practice and is
still a question mark for the contest. Potts leads both the Falcons
land the conference with 18 pass
' receptions.
"We're all banged up," BG
head coach Denny Stolz said. "
We don't have any real serious injuries, but we've got a lot of little
ones.

For the first time this season,
"WE REALLY need this one however, Stolz will be able to take
bad to start us back in the MAC," the field with a full squad of
said Shawn Potts, who hails from players. A MAC rule limits teams

to 45 players while on the road and
tomorrow's contest is BG's first
home game.
"What we're able to do (with a
full squad) is to take our injured
kids out on kickoffs and put some
other people in there, because we
do have some soreness," Stolz
said.
FOR POTTS and tri-captain
Tom Glendening, both of
Kalamazoo, tomorrow's game
may have some added
significance.
"Our team definitely needs a
win right now and I guess you
could say it would be a little
sweeter for us," Glendening said.
"We know most of their guys and
they know us. It's always nice to
go home and see them after we
win."
That is something both
Glendening and Potts have been
able to do, since BG has won nine
of the last ten meetings between
the two teams and owns an overwhelming 20-5-2 edge in the series.

After facing such teams as
"Caper is a typical Western
Baylor, Ohio University and workhorse back. They'll give him
Michigan State that like to throw the ball 25 or 30 times a
the football, the Falcons will be up ballgame," Stolz said.
against a different type of foe in
Last week, in WMU's loss to
Wisconsin, the Broncos employed
"They are an excellent ground an offense that featured two tight
team. They always have been, ends, two wide receivers and just
they've always featured big offen- one running back — Caper.
sive linemen, too, and this year is
no
exception,"
Stolz
"Hell, everyone in the stadium
said."They've never been an knew they were going to run, but
outstanding passing team."
they gave Wisconsin that combination to spread their secondary
so they couldn't play against
The Broncos are blessed with out
the run," Stolz said. "Against
some fine runners. Even when other
people, they are more
tailback Craig Morrow, the legitimate.
run (he Pro-1 like
MAC'S second leading rusher a us, but theyThey
might
the same
year ago, went out with an injury thing to us (that do
they did at
earlier this year, the Bronco ex- Wisconsin)."
press was not slowed.
THE BRONCOS are the MAC's
LARRY CAPER stepped in and leading defensive team, allowing
has returned to his 1979 form, just 241.3 yards per game comwhen he led the MAC in rushing. pared to BG's 356.7, and are led by
Caper has carried 81 times for 371 defensive tackle Allen Hughes,
yards in 1981, and once again tops whom Stolz calls one of the top in
the conference.
the league.

BG's defensive corps is led by
tri-captain Craig Valentine.
"Valentine is playing the best
football of his career by a lot,"
Stolz said. "He has always been
enthusiastic and a fine leader, but
he hasn't always been an
outstanding player. He is nowMichigan State's defensive coordinator came in after the game
and wanted to congratulate
number 91 (Valentine) on a great
game. That doesn't happen
often."
A crowd of close to 20,000 is expected for the game.
"That's going to be a big factor," Potts said. "If our crowd
gets behind us, we're going to
win."
"Everybody likes winners,
which we aren't yet. But as soon
as we hit the winning trail, we're
going to be winning for quite a
while. I really believe that.

not "typical" player

Lux leads stickers on and off field
byJ. Chester Suleckl
News reporter

Deb Lux is not a "typical" field
hockey player.
"Most people stereotype field
hockey players as being these
huge monsters," Lux, Bowling
Green's senior tri-captain, said
"Actually, most of the girls on our
team are pretty small.
Lux, herself only 5-1, also
believes people uninitiated to the
sport are unaware of the finesse it
requires.
Field hockey is a non-contact
game, and I think it's also a very
unique
and classic game, '
she said. "Some people say, 'God,
what a dangerous sport,' but
that's not what it is."
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Senior Tri-captain Deb Lux eyes the ball as she prepares to launch a shot toward the opposing goal. Lux Is one of the key players the Falcons will depend on in their quest for the MAC tl-

LUX HAS HAD plenty of time to
battle the preconceived notions of
what a field hockey player
is like. She played the sport three
years at Kent Roosevelt High
School before coming to Bowling
Green. As a BG freshman, she
played the right-wing position —
fenerally reserved for
the
astest and highest-scoring

players on the team — and has
been there since.
Last season she led the Falcons
in scoring with 10 points (five
goals and five assists), over a 22game campaign. She also was the
club's leading scorer the two
previous years.
The 21-year old standout should
figure very highly in the Falcons'
?uest for a Mid-American Conerence Championship this
season. Also, BG is in the NCAA
for the first time in the school's
history, and Lux, like her teammates, feels that a regional title is
not beyond the Falcons' grasp.
"There's really a lot of enthusiam and a good attitude on the
team this year," she said. "It was
good in the past, but I'd have to
say that this year, it's the best
since I've been here. The
freshmen are fitting into the slots
well, and I think our skill level has
improved."
LUX .IS SOMETHING of a
"mother image" to the five
freshman on the team. In fact,
Maria DiCostanzo, a freshman
from Westbury, N.Y., calls Lux
"mom" on the field.

Lux said she enjoys the com
raderie of playing field hockey.
She and her teammates socialize
off the field, often meet for dinner
before games and help one
another in their class work. Other
reasons for playing field hockey
include the wealth of competition
and the opportunity to "take out
any frustrations I might have."
"IT TOOK ME a good year just
to learn the rules; so at first, it
was trial and error. Almost before
I knew it. I was really interested
in the game. Now, I really miss
playing when winter comes
around."
"I may be biased, because I've
never played at another college,
but Bowling Green really has a
good program," she said. "Coach
Brett is very good, and the
players here have a lot of talent
and enthusiasm."
Lux emphasizes the inherent,
delicate skill of a good field
hockey player, in general, and of
the BG team, in particular. "A lot
of teams play kind of violently,
but I think we're good at refusing
to play that way. of relying on
skill."

